Nucleotide sequencing data generated in this study have been deposited in European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under the accession number PRJEB33240 (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB33240>). The proteomics data have been deposited to the MassIVE data repository (<https://massive.ucsd.edu>) with the dataset identifier MSV000084089.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

In eukaryotes, DNA methylation and post-translational modifications of histones are epigenetic marks involved in chromatin organization, regulation of gene expression and silencing of DNA repeats such as transposable elements (TEs) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref001]--[@pgen.1008324.ref003]\]. Constitutive heterochromatin is highly condensed and enriched in silenced TEs that are targeted by DNA methylation and histone H3 lysine 9 dimethylation (H3K9me2). Euchromatin is more relaxed and composed of genes that are more permissive to transcription, depending on the recruitment of transcription factors (TFs), cofactors and RNA polymerases \[[@pgen.1008324.ref001], [@pgen.1008324.ref004]\]. In plants, DNA methylation occurs in three different cytosine contexts: CG, CHG and CHH (where H = A, T or C), involving specialized DNA methyltransferases \[[@pgen.1008324.ref005]\]. In *Arabidopsis thaliana*, DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2) and DRM1 mediate de novo DNA methylation in all sequence contexts through the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway, which involves among other components, RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2) and DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3) for the production of short interfering (si)RNAs \[[@pgen.1008324.ref006], [@pgen.1008324.ref007]\]. The maintenance of CG methylation is specifically performed by METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1), while CHROMOMETHYLASE 2 (CMT2) and CMT3 are involved in the maintenance at CHG sites \[[@pgen.1008324.ref008], [@pgen.1008324.ref009]\]. CMT2 can also be involved in the deposition of CHH methylation at specific genomic location \[[@pgen.1008324.ref010], [@pgen.1008324.ref011]\]. Finally, DRM2 is mostly required for the maintenance of CHH methylation through the RdDM pathway \[[@pgen.1008324.ref006], [@pgen.1008324.ref007], [@pgen.1008324.ref009]\]. Together with DNA methylation, additional pathways play important roles in TE silencing. The MICRORCHIDIA 1 (MORC1) and MORC6 ATPases interact together, and are required for heterochromatin condensation and repression of TEs, acting mostly downstream of DNA methylation and RdDM pathway \[[@pgen.1008324.ref012]--[@pgen.1008324.ref014]\].

More recently, the *A*. *thaliana* plant mobile domain (PMD) proteins MAINTENANCE OF MERISTEM (MAIN) and MAIN-LIKE 1 (MAIL1) were identified as new factors required for TE silencing \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. In addition, these two proteins have been involved in genome stability, and regulation of developmental processes such as cell division and differentiation \[[@pgen.1008324.ref016], [@pgen.1008324.ref017]\]. The PMD is a large protein domain of unknown function that is widely represented among the angiosperms, predominantly associated with TEs \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015], [@pgen.1008324.ref018]\]. It has been proposed that genic PMD versions, such as the MAIN and MAIL1 proteins derived from TEs after gene domestication \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015], [@pgen.1008324.ref018], [@pgen.1008324.ref019]\]. Previous studies suggested that genic PMDs could act as cellular factors related to transcription, possibly acting as transcription factor (TF)-like, co-factor or repressor proteins regulating this cellular process \[[@pgen.1008324.ref016], [@pgen.1008324.ref018]\]. Nevertheless, the role of PMD proteins in the regulation of transcription remains elusive. Most of genic PMD proteins are standalone versions, however, in some cases, the PMD is fused to another protein domain, such as protease, kinase or metallo-phosphatase (MPP) domains. For instance in *A*. *thaliana*, the MAIL3 protein carries a PMD, which is fused to a putative serine/threonine-specific phosphoprotein phosphatase (PPP) domain phylogenetically related to the plant-specific protein phosphatase 7 (PP7) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref020]\]. PP7 is a calmodulin-binding PPP that has been related to cryptochrome (CRY)-mediated blue-light signaling, and to the control of stomatal aperture \[[@pgen.1008324.ref020]--[@pgen.1008324.ref022]\]. PP7 is also involved in the perception of red/far red light by controlling the phytochrome pathway \[[@pgen.1008324.ref023], [@pgen.1008324.ref024]\]. In addition to PP7 and MAIL3 (also known as "long PP7"), the protein PP7-like (PP7L) belongs to the same phylogenetic clade \[[@pgen.1008324.ref020]\]. PP7L was recently identified as a nuclear protein involved in chloroplast development and abiotic stress tolerance \[[@pgen.1008324.ref025]\]. The *pp7l* mutant plants showed photosynthetic defects and strong developmental phenotype associated with misregulation of several genes \[[@pgen.1008324.ref025]\].

In this study, we described a forward genetic screen based on a GFP reporter gene that allowed us to identify a mutant population in which *MAIN* is mutated, leading to GFP overexpression. We then deciphered the genetic interaction between the DRM2, CMT3 and MAIN, showing that these proteins are part of different epigenetic pathways that act redundantly or synergistically to repress TEs. Biochemical analyses indicated that MAIN and MAIL1 physically interact together. These analyses also identified PP7L as a robust interactor of MAIN and MAIL1 proteins. In addition, the characterization of developmental and molecular phenotypes of *pmd* and *pp7l* single and double mutant plants strongly suggest that these proteins interact together to silence TEs, and regulate the expression of a common set of genes. Finally, phylogenetic analyses allowed us to determine the distribution of PMD and PP7/PP7L domains among the Eudicots. Based on these analyses, we have evidences of co-evolution linked to the neo-association of the PMD and PP7-type PPP domains on single proteins in several Eudicot species, suggesting a convergent evolution between these two protein domains.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Mutation in *MAIN* is responsible for TE silencing defects {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------

The *ATCOPIA28* retrotransposon *AT3TE51900* (hereafter called *ATCOPIA28*) is targeted by several epigenetic pathways such as DNA methylation and the MORC1/6 complex, which altogether contribute to its repression. We engineered a construct in which the 5' long terminal repeat (LTR) promoter region of *ATCOPIA28* controls GFP transcription ([Fig 1A](#pgen.1008324.g001){ref-type="fig"}). While the *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* transgene is fully silenced in wild type (WT) plants, it is weakly expressed in the DNA methylation-deficient *drm1 drm2 cmt3 (ddc)* triple mutant background ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1008324.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref026]\]. We performed an ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis using the *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP ddc* plants as sensitized genetic material, and screened for mutant populations showing GFP overexpression. Among, the selected populations, we retrieved two new mutant alleles of *MORC6* carrying missense mutations in either the GHKL or S5 domains of the protein ([S1A--S1C Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also identified the population *ddc \#16* showing strong overexpression of GFP and misregulation of several endogenous TEs, including *ATCOPIA28* ([Fig 1B--1D](#pgen.1008324.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Mapping experiments based on whole genome resequencing and bulk segregant analysis indicated that *ddc \#16* carries a missense point mutation (C230Y) in the gene *AT1G17930*, previously named *MAIN* ([S1D and S1E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Genetic complementation analyses by crossing the *ddc \#16* EMS mutant with the knock-out (KO) transferred DNA (T-DNA) insertion line *main-*2 generated F1 *ddc \#16* x *main-2* plants that did not express the GFP ([S1F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Transcriptional profiling analyses showed, however, that endogenous TEs, including *ATCOPIA28*, were upregulated in F1 *ddc \#16* x *main-2* plants, but not in F1 control plants generated from the backcross of *ddc \#16* with WT Columbia (Col) plants ([S1G Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Self-fertilization of F1 *ddc \#16* x *main-2* plants allowed us to retrieve several F2 *ddc \#16* x *main-2* plants overexpressing the GFP ([S1F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among these GFP positive F2 plants, we identified individuals that were either homozygote for the EMS mutation in the *MAIN* gene, or plants carrying both the EMS and T-DNA *main-*2 mutant alleles ([S1F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, while all these plants were homozygote for the *drm2* mutation, half of them segregated the *cmt3* mutation. Thus, altogether, these analyses suggested that *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* silencing is more DRM2- than CMT3-dependent. More importantly, they confirmed that *MAIN* was the mutated gene causing the upregulation of *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* and several endogenous TEs. Therefore, *ddc \#16* was renamed *ddc main-3*.

![The *ddc \#16* EMS population shows overexpression of *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* and upregulation of endogenous TEs.\
(A) Schematic representation of the *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* transgene. The 5' long terminal repeat (LTR) promoter region of an *ATCOPIA28* LTR-retrotransposon (*AT3TE51900*) is used to control the expression of GFP. The construct carries a Nuclear Localization Signal (NLS) to target the GFP in the nucleus. (B) WT and *drm1 drm2 cmt3* (*ddc*) triple mutant plants carrying the *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* transgene showed no and weak GFP fluorescence under UV light, respectively. By comparison, the *ddc \#16* EMS mutant showed strong GFP fluorescence. Insets show plants under white light. (C) Western blot using anti-GFP antibody confirmed *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* overexpression in *ddc \#16*. Coomassie staining of the large Rubisco subunit (rbcL) is used as a loading control. KDa: kilodalton. (D) Relative expression analyses of *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP (GFP)* and three endogenous TEs in *ddc* and *ddc \#16* assayed by Real-Time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the mutants are represented relative to WT. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. Screening of EMS mutant populations was done on MS plates to allow for visualization of GFP-positive individuals under UV light.](pgen.1008324.g001){#pgen.1008324.g001}

The MAIN, DRM2 and CMT3 pathways act synergistically to repress TEs and DNA-methylated genes {#sec004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the genetic interaction of *ddc* and *main-3* mutations on TE silencing, we carried out two independent RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) experiments in the hypomorphic *main-3* single, *ddc* triple and *ddc main-3* quadruple mutant plants ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2A Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As previously described, the *ddc* mutant showed upregulation of several TEs spread over the five chromosomes ([Fig 2B--2D](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2B Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Table](#pgen.1008324.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref011]\]. Loss of TE silencing was also observed to a milder degree in the *main-3* mutant, with the significant enrichment of pericentromeric TEs among the upregulates TEs ([Fig 2B--2D](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2B Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Table](#pgen.1008324.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The *ddc main-3* mutant showed an exacerbation of TE silencing defects, with a large number of pericentromeric TEs being specifically upregulated in this mutant background ([Fig 2B--2D](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2B Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Table](#pgen.1008324.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Comparative analyses revealed that upregulated TEs cluster into four distinct classes ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2C Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Class I TEs are upregulated in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-*3 mutants ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2C and S2D Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Class II and class III TEs are targeted by the MAIN and DRM2/CMT3 pathways, respectively ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2C and S2D Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the upregulation of class II and class III TEs is further enhanced in *ddc main-3*, which suggests that the MAIN and DRM2/CMT3 pathways can partially compensate each other at these genomic locations ([S2D Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, the most abundant class IV TEs are only misregulated in *ddc main-3*, which implies that the MAIN and DRM2/CMT3 pathways act redundantly to silence these TEs ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2C and S2D Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![MAIN, DRM2 and CMT3 act synergistically to repress TEs.\
(A) Representative pictures showing the developmental phenotype of 3-week-old *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* mutants in comparison to WT plant. (B) Number of upregulated TEs in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3*, and classified by TE superfamily. (C) Chromosomal distributions of misregulated loci in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* over WT. Chromosome arms are depicted in light grey, pericentromeric regions in dark grey as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref050]\]. Upregulated genes and TEs are represented in blue and red, respectively; downregulated genes are represented in green. (D) Fraction of upregulated TEs in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* located in chromosome arms or in pericentromeric regions as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref050]\]. Asterisks indicate statistically significant enrichments of TEs in pericentromeric regions in comparison to the genomic distribution of all *A*. *thaliana* TEs (Chi-Square test, \*: p-value≤ 0.05, \*\*: p-value≤ 0.01 n.s: not significant). (E) Heatmap showing upregulated TEs in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* mutants in comparison to WT plants. (F-G) Relative expression analyses of *ATCOPIA28* (F) and several endogenous TEs (G) in *ddc*, *main-3*, *ddc main-3*, *cmt3 main-3* and *drm1 drm2 (dd) main-3* assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the mutants are represented relative to WT. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. RNA-seq threshold: log2≥2, or log2≤-2; p-adj\< 0.01.](pgen.1008324.g002){#pgen.1008324.g002}

Several genes were also misregulated in the three mutant backgrounds ([S1 Table](#pgen.1008324.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among these genes, a subset was commonly upregulated in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* ([S2E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Remarkably, genes that were upregulated in *ddc*, *main-3* or *ddc main-3* were significantly enriched in pericentromeric regions of chromosomes, where constitutive heterochromatin resides ([S2F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the fact that, among these upregulated genes, we identified a large proportion of genes that were DNA-methylated (in the three cytosine contexts) and targeted by H3K9me2 ([S2F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, we could only identify one gene commonly downregulated in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* ([S2F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, downregulated genes in *ddc*, *main-3* or *ddc main-3* were rather enriched in chromosome arms, and most of them were not DNA-methylated genes ([S2F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To further dissect the genetic interaction between the DRM2, CMT3 and MAIN pathways, we generated the *drm1 drm2 main-3 (dd main-3)* and *cmt3 main-3* mutants ([S2G Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then analyzed the expression level of several TEs previously identified as misregulated in *ddc*, *main-3* and/or *ddc main-3*. The endogenous *ATCOPIA28* was the most expressed in *ddc main-3* and *dd main-3*, and to a lesser extent, in *cmt3 main-3* ([Fig 2F](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with the fact that all the F2 *ddc \#16* x *main-2* plants overexpressing *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* were *drm2* homozygote, although they segregated the *cmt3* mutation ([S1F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Further analyses showed that most of the tested TEs tend to be more expressed in *cmt3 main-3* than in *dd main-3*, with the exception of *ATIS112A* that was more upregulated in *dd main-3* than in *cmt3 main-3* ([Fig 2G](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In conclusion, these analyses showed complex genetic interactions between the DRM2, CMT3 and MAIN pathways, suggesting that MAIN and DNA methylation pathways act synergistically to repress TEs and DNA-methylated genes.

MAIN and MAIL1 are required for the proper expression of a common set of genes and TEs {#sec005}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beside a role of MAIN in TE and gene silencing, our transcriptomic analyses using the hypomorphic *main-3* mutant suggested that MAIN would be required for the expression of several genes that are not controlled by the DRM2 and CMT3 pathway ([S2E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To further study the role of MAIN and MAIL1 in the regulation of gene expression and TE silencing, we performed two independent RNA-seq experiments in the *main-2* and *mail1-1* null mutants (RNA-seq Exp1 and Exp3), and combined these experiments with the reanalysis of previously published RNA-seq datasets (RNA-seq Exp2) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. Principal component analyses (PCA) showed that for each RNA-seq experiment, *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutant samples tend to cluster together, and away from the WT samples ([S3A Fig](#pgen.1008324.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Analyzing these three RNA-seq experiments together allowed to identify large numbers of genes and TEs that were misregulated in the *main-2* and *mail1-1* null mutants ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Table](#pgen.1008324.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![MAIN and MAIL1 are required for the proper expression of similar genes, and for TE silencing.\
(A-B) Number of misregulated genes (A) and upregulated TEs (B) in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *main-3* mutants in comparison to WT Col plants. TEs are classified by superfamily. (C) Heatmap showing misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *main-3* in comparison to Col and WT controls, respectively. Asterisks represents loci that are commonly misregulated in the three mutant backgrounds. (D) Venn diagrams analyses representing the overlaps between misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *main-3*. Fisher\'s exact test statistically confirmed the significance of Venn diagram overlaps (p-value \<2.2.10e-16). (E) Fraction of misregulated loci in *main-2* and *mail1-1* located in chromosome arms or in pericentromeric regions as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref050]\]. Asterisks indicate statistically significant enrichments of downregulated genes and upregulated genes and TEs in chromosome arms and pericentromeric regions, respectively, in comparison to the genomic distributions of all *A*. *thaliana* genes and TEs (Chi-Square test, \*: p-value≤ 0.05, \*\*: p-value≤ 0.01, n.s: not significant). Percentages of genes targeted by DNA methylation and H3K9me2 were calculated based on enrichment in heterochromatin states 8 and 9 as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref051]\]. RNA-seq threshold: log2≥2, or log2≤-2; p-adj\< 0.01.](pgen.1008324.g003){#pgen.1008324.g003}

We then compared the transcriptomes of *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutants, together with the *main-3* mutant allele ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1](#pgen.1008324.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pgen.1008324.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). As expected by the fact that *main-2* and *mail1-1* are null mutants while *main-3* is a hypomorphic mutant allele, we identified greater numbers of misregulated loci in *main-2* and *mail1-1* in comparison to *main-3* ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Fractions of these loci were specifically misregulated in each mutant background ([Fig 3C and 3D](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we identified subsets of genes and TEs that were only misregulated in *main-2* and *mail1-1* null mutants, but not in the hypomorphic *main-3* mutant ([Fig 3C and 3D](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S3 Table](#pgen.1008324.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, these analyses revealed subsets of loci that were commonly misregulated in the three mutant backgrounds ([Fig 3C and 3D](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S3B--S3D Fig](#pgen.1008324.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3 Table](#pgen.1008324.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The biggest overlaps between misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *main-3* mutants were among the downregulated genes and upregulated TEs, whereas only a small proportion of genes commonly upregulated in *main-2* and *mail1-1* were also upregulated in *main-3* ([Fig 3D](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}). As observed in *main-3* ([S2F Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), upregulated TEs in *main-2* and *mail1-1* were enriched in pericentromeric regions, and genes that were downregulated in *main-2* and *mail1-1* were not targeted by DNA methylation, and mostly located in the chromosome arms ([Fig 3E](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike in *main-3*, the upregulated genes in *main-2* and *mail1-1* were not enriched in pericentromeric regions, and only small fractions of them were DNA-methylated genes ([Fig 3E](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that *main-2* and *mail1-1* null mutations have a much greater impact on the misregulation of gene expression than the hypomorphic *main-3* mutant allele.

Finally, we compared the sets of misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *ddc* and *ddc main-3* ([S1](#pgen.1008324.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pgen.1008324.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). We found significant overlaps among upregulated genes and TEs between *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *ddc* and *ddc main-3* ([S3E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that MAIN, MAIL1, DRM2 and CMT3 cooperate to silence these subsets of genes and TEs. However, we could not find significant overlaps among downregulated genes between *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *ddc* ([S3E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Instead, a significant overlap was identified only by comparing the lists of downregulated genes in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *ddc main-3*, three genetic backgrounds carrying a mutation in either *MAIN* or *MAIL1* ([S3E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, this suggests that MAIN and MAIL1 are required for the expression of specific genes, in a DRM2- and CMT3-independent manner.

In conclusion, these comparative analyses allowed to precisely define the loci that were misregulated in *main-2* and *mail1-1* in comparison to *main-3*, *ddc* and *ddcmain-3* mutants. Among these loci, several TEs and DNA-methylated genes are commonly targeted by the MAIN, MAIL1, DRM2 and CMT3 pathways, which suggests that MAIN, MAIL1 and DNA methylation pathways cooperate to silence these TEs and DNA-methylated genes. Besides, several genes are downregulated in *main-2* and *mail1-1*, and subsets of these genes are also downregulated in *main-3*, and *ddcmain-3* but not in *ddc*. This suggests that the MAIN and MAIL1 act independently of DRM2 and CMT3 to ensure the expression of these genes. Finally, these results revealed important overlaps between the misregulated loci in *main-2* and *mail1-1* null mutants, which strongly suggests that the two proteins act in the same pathway to regulate the expression of common sets of loci.

Slight increase in non-CG methylation in the *main-2* mutant does not correlate with changes in gene expression and TE silencing defect {#sec006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq) analyses showed that, at the chromosome scale, DNA methylation level is mostly unchanged in *main-2* in comparison to WT, with the exception of a slight increase in CHG methylation in pericentromeric regions ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Subtle but statistically significant CHG hypermethylation was further confirmed in pericentromeric TEs and genes, which are mostly TE genes ([Fig 4B and 4C](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Slight CHG and CHH hypermethylation was also detected in TEs located in chromosome arms ([Fig 4D](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, genes located in chromosome arms did not show significant changes in DNA methylation level in *main-2* ([Fig 4E](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Identical results were obtained by analyzing the DNA methylation level at upregulated TEs and misregulated genes in *main-2* ([Fig 4F--4H](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We then analyzed the DNA methylation level at genomic locations previously defined as differentially hypomethylated regions (hypo DMRs) at CHG and CHH sites in *cmt3* and *drm1drm2 (dd)* mutants, respectively \[[@pgen.1008324.ref026]\]. The *cmt3* and *dd* hypo DMRs are mostly located in TEs. As observed with pericentromeric genes and all TEs ([Fig 4B--4D](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}), we found slight increases in CHG and CHH methylation at *cmt3* and *dd* hypo DMRs, respectively, in *main-2* ([S4A and S4B Fig](#pgen.1008324.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, DMR calling in *main-2* using stringent parameters only identified a few DMRs ([S4C Fig](#pgen.1008324.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, DNA methylation is mostly unaffected in *main-*2, with the exception of a slight increase in non-CG methylation at pericentromeric genes and all TEs. Moreover, this subtle non-CG hypermethylation does not correlated with changes in gene and TE expression observed in *main-2* because DNA methylation level in *main-2* is unchanged at these misregulated loci ([Fig 4F--4H](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![The *main-2* mutation has a slight effect on non-CG DNA methylation levels.\
(A) Genome-wide DNA methylation levels along the five *Arabidopsis* chromosomes in *main-2* versus WT Col plants. Chromosome arms are depicted in light grey, pericentromeric regions in dark grey as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref050]\]. Mb: megabase. (B-H) Boxplot analyses in two *main-2* and WT Col biological replicates showing the DNA methylation levels of all pericentromeric TEs (B) and genes (C), all chromosome arms TEs (D) and genes (E), TEs that are upregulated in *main-2* (F), and genes that are upregulated (G) and downregulated (H) in *main-2*. p-values were calculated using a Wilcoxon test. \*\*\*: p-value \< 2.10e-16.](pgen.1008324.g004){#pgen.1008324.g004}

MAIN, MAIL1 and the metallo-phosphatase PP7L physically interact together {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *main-2* and *mail1-1* null mutants display similar molecular and developmental phenotypes ([Fig 3](#pgen.1008324.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig 5A](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we hypothesized that MAIN and MAIL1 proteins may act in the same pathway, possibly by interacting together. To test this hypothesis, we generated transgenic lines expressing FLAG- and MYC-tagged genomic PMD versions driven by their endogenous promoters. We confirmed that epitope-tagged MAIN and MAIL1 proteins were produced at the expected sizes, and they could complement the respective developmental phenotypes of null mutant plants ([Fig 5A and 5B](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, they could also efficiently rescue the TE silencing and gene expression defects observed in *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutants, implying that epitope-tagged MAIN and MAIL1 are functional proteins ([Fig 5C--5E](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Using FLAG-tagged MAIN and MAIL1 expressing plants, immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry (IP-MS) analyses were carried out to determine potential protein interactors. Mass spectrometry (MS) analyses indicated that MAIL1 was strongly immunoprecipitated with MAIN-FLAG and *vice versa* ([Fig 5F](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). To validate IP-MS results, we crossed the MAIN-FLAG and MAIL1-MYC lines together. We then performed co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments using F1 hybrid plants co-expressing the two transgenes, and confirmed that MAIN and MAIL1 interact together ([Fig 5G](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). MS analyses of MAIN-FLAG and MAIL1-FLAG IP also identified the metallo-phosphatase PP7L as putative interactor ([Fig 5F](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L were the only three proteins reproducibly enriched across multiple replicates ([Fig 5F](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Co-IP experiments using plants co-expressing either PP7L-FLAG together with MAIN-MYC or MAIL1-MYC constructs confirmed the interaction between PP7L and each PMD protein ([Fig 5H and 5I](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the three proteins MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L physically interact together.

![MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L physically interact together.\
(A) Representative pictures of 3-week-old *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutants, and epitope-tagged complementing lines in comparison to WT Col plants. (B) Western blots using anti-FLAG and anti-MYC antibodies showing the accumulation of epitope-tagged PMD proteins at the expected sizes in the different complementing lines. Coomassie staining of the large Rubisco subunit (rbcL) is used as a loading control. KDa: kilodalton. (C-E) Relative expression analyses of upregulated TEs (C), upregulated genes (D) and downregulated genes (E) in the different complementing lines assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the complementing lines and mutants are represented relative to WT Col. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. (F) FLAG-tagged MAIN and MAIL1 proteins were immunoprecipitated and putative interacting proteins were identified by mass spectrometry. Numbers of identified spectra, peptides and the normalized spectral abundance factor (NSAFe5) are shown for two independent experiments, including three *main-2* and two *mail1-1* replicates. WT replicates are used as a negative control. Only proteins reproducibly enriched in all the FLAG-MAIN and FLAG-MAIL1 IP, and depleted in WT controls across multiple replicates are described in the table. (G) MAIL1-MYC was co-immunoprecipitated with MAIN-FLAG in F1 plants obtained by crossing MAIL1-MYC and MAIN-FLAG lines together. Parental MAIL1-MYC and MAIN-FLAG lines were used as negative controls. (H) The MAIN-MYC line was supertransformed with the PP7L-FLAG construct, and MAIN-MYC was co-immunoprecipitated with PP7L-FLAG. Plants expressing only MAIN-MYC or PP7L-FLAG were used as negative controls. (I) Same as H but using MAIL1-MYC plants supertransformed with the PP7L-FLAG construct. Epitope-tagged proteins were detected by Western blotting. Arrowheads indicates expected bands. Asterisks indicates non-specific hybridization. Co-exp: plants co-expressing PP7L-FLAG and MAIN-MYC (H) or PP7L-FLAG and MAIL1-MYC (I).](pgen.1008324.g005){#pgen.1008324.g005}

The *main*, *mail1* and *pp7l* mutants display similar developmental and molecular phenotypes {#sec008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PP7L is a putative metallo-phosphatase that was recently identified as a nuclear protein required for photosynthesis \[[@pgen.1008324.ref020], [@pgen.1008324.ref025]\]. The *pp7l-2* null mutant displays abnormal developmental phenotype reminiscent of *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutant plants, and 3-week-old *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant plants do not show exacerbation of this phenotype ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). To determine the genetic interaction between PMD and PP7L, we compared the transcriptomes of *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* single and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutants ([S5A Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pgen.1008324.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pgen.1008324.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). We identified large numbers of misregulated loci in *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* ([S5B and S5C Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As observed in *main-2* and *mail1-1*, TEs upregulated in *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* were enriched in pericentromeric regions, while up- and downregulated genes were mostly located in the chromosome arms, and not targeted by DNA-methylation ([S5D Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![*main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* single and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutants display similar developmental and molecular phenotypes.\
(A) Representative pictures of 3-week-old *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* single and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutants in comparison to WT Col plant. (B) Heatmap showing misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* mutants in comparison to WT Col plants using the datasets of RNA-seq Exp1, Exp2 and Exp3 ([S2](#pgen.1008324.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pgen.1008324.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). One asterisk defines the loci that are commonly misregulated in all mutant backgrounds. Two asterisks define the loci that are misregulated in the *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant. (C) Venn diagrams analyses representing the overlaps between misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2*. Fisher\'s exact test statistically confirmed the significance of Venn diagram overlaps (p-value \<2.2.10e-16). (D) Relative expression analyses of upregulated TEs, genes and downregulated genes in the different genotypes assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the different mutants are represented relative to WT Col. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. (E-G) Boxplots analyses showing average RPKM values of upregulated TEs (E), upregulated genes (F) and downregulated genes (G) in *mail1-1 pp7l-2* in the indicated genotypes of RNA-seq Exp3. These analyses are based on the misregulated loci datasets defined by \*\* in panel B. P-values were calculated using a Wilcoxon test, and only significant p-values are shown. \*: p-value\< 1.10e-3; \*\*: p-value \< 3.10--6; \*\*\*: p-value\< 2.10e-16.](pgen.1008324.g006){#pgen.1008324.g006}

Comparative analyses revealed that significant proportions of loci were commonly misregulated in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* mutants, which is consistent with the fact that MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L interact together to possibly regulate gene expression and silence TEs ([Fig 6B--6D](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S5 Table](#pgen.1008324.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These analyses also identified loci that were specifically misregulated in *main-2*, *mail1-1* or *pp7l-2*, which suggests that each protein is independently required for the proper expression of subsets of loci ([Fig 6B and 6C](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Besides, these analyses revealed loci that were exclusively misregulated in the *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant, which implies that PP7L and MAIL1 may act redundantly to ensure the proper expression of these loci ([Fig 6B and 6C](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Further analyses showed that, among the loci that were misregulated in *mail1-1 pp7l-2*, upregulated genes were significantly more expressed in the double mutant than in each single mutant, and upregulated TEs were significantly differentially expressed only between *mail1-1 pp7l-2* and *pp7l-2* mutants ([Fig 6E and 6F](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, there was no significant difference of expression between the double mutant and single mutants for the downregulated genes ([Fig 6G](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, these analyses suggest that combining the *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1* mutations may lead to synergistic defects mostly at genes that are upregulated in the double mutant.

We then performed in silico analyses to identify enriched DNA motif within a 1kb promoter region upstream of start codon of genes that were up- or downregulated in the different mutant backgrounds. We could not detect any enrichment of a DNA motif among any lists of upregulated genes (including overlapping lists). Likewise, we could not identify a DNA motif enriched in the lists of downregulated genes in *pp7l-2* or *ddc*. However, we identified a discrete DNA motif (hereafter called 'DOWN' motif) that was partially enriched in the promoter of genes that were downregulated in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* mutants ([S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* null mutants display strong developmental phenotype, and large numbers of misregulated loci ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, it is likely that some of the gene misregulation observed in these mutants might be due to side effects of the mutations. To overcome this issue and refine our analysis, we investigated the proportion of the 'DOWN' motif among downregulated genes in the hypomorphic *main-3* and *ddc main-3* mutants, as well as in the different overlapping lists of genes commonly downregulated ([S3](#pgen.1008324.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pgen.1008324.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). The 'DOWN' motif was strongly enriched among the downregulated genes in *main-3*, and to a lesser extent in *ddc main-3* ([S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It was also significantly enriched in the overlapping lists of commonly downregulated genes in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *main-3* as well as in the *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* overlap ([S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It was further enriched in the promoters of genes commonly downregulated in all the mutant backgrounds---except *ddc---*analyzed in this study: twenty-five out of twenty-six genes, 96% of enrichment ([S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S6](#pgen.1008324.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#pgen.1008324.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). We analyzed the DNA methylation level of the 'DOWN' motif in the promoters of these twenty-five genes in WT and *main-2*, and found that this DNA motif was not targeted by DNA methylation. Besides, further analyses showed that only a small fraction of all *Arabidopsis* genes carried the 'DOWN' motif in their promoter (12,46%, [S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, random test analyses based on twenty-six randomly picked genes strongly suggested that the enrichment of the 'DOWN' motif in the promoter of downregulated genes was substantial ([S7 Table](#pgen.1008324.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Thus, altogether, these analyses showed that MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L are equally required for the repression of several genes and TEs. The three proteins are also required for the proper expression of a common set of genes that are downregulated in each single mutant as well as in *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant, and significant fractions of these downregulated genes carry the 'DOWN' DNA motif in their promoter. Furthermore, the 'DOWN' DNA motif is strongly enriched among the genes that are always identified as downregulated in every mutant background carrying the *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* or *main-3* mutant alleles. This suggests that transcriptional activation of this subset of loci equally requires MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L activity, and possibly the recognition of the 'DOWN' DNA motif.

PP7L is not required for heterochromatin condensation {#sec009}
-----------------------------------------------------

WT *Arabidopsis* nuclei at interphase exhibit condensed DNA foci called chromocenters that are composed of constitutive heterochromatin, and are enriched in H3K9me2 \[[@pgen.1008324.ref027]\]. In several epigenetic mutants, decondensation of constitutive heterochromatin correlates with disruption of chromocenters, and loss or diffusion of H3K9me2 in the nucleoplasm \[[@pgen.1008324.ref027]\]. Thus, analyzing H3K9me2 subnuclear distribution by immunofluorescence (IF) experiments has been reproducibly used as a cytological approach to assay for heterochromatin decondensation \[[@pgen.1008324.ref012], [@pgen.1008324.ref027], [@pgen.1008324.ref028]\]. A previous study showed that subnuclear distributions of chromocenters and H3K9me2 were unchanged in *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutants \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. However, fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments using a DNA probe for the 106B pericentromeric repeats suggested that heterochromatin was decondensed in the *main-2* and *mail1-1* in comparison to WT plants \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. We performed IF experiments to analyze the subnuclear distribution of H3K9me2 in the *pp7l-2* mutant. These analyses did not show any change in the condensation level of chromocenters in *pp7l-2* nuclei in comparison to WT ([Fig 7](#pgen.1008324.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Instead, we observed that *pp7l-2* nuclei were proportionally more condensed than WT nuclei ([Fig 7](#pgen.1008324.g007){ref-type="fig"}). This is likely due to the fact that *pp7l-2* mutant displays abnormal phenotype and growth delay in comparison to WT plants that are entering the floral transition stage, a developmental stage where partial chromocenter decondensation has been documented \[[@pgen.1008324.ref029]\]. In conclusion, based on the H3K9me2 IF experiments, we can conclude that *pp7l-2* is not impaired in chromocenter condensation.

![Constitutive heterochromatin appears unaltered in *pp7l-2* mutant.\
Proportion of nuclei showing condensed, partially decondensed (intermediate), or decondensed chromocenters in the *pp7l-2* mutant in comparison to WT control (Col) based on H3K9me2 immunostaining of nuclei. Representative pictures of nuclei displaying condensed, partially decondensed or decondensed chromocenters. DAPI: DNA stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole.](pgen.1008324.g007){#pgen.1008324.g007}

The PMD and PP7 domains have co-evolved among the Eudicots {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------

Among the Angiosperms, most of the genic PMDs, like MAIN and MAIL1, are standalone versions \[[@pgen.1008324.ref018]\]. However, some genic PMDs can associate with other protein domains, such as for instance a PPP domain. In *A*. *thaliana*, the protein MAIL3, which carries a PMD fused to a PPP domain, is a close homolog of both MAIN/MAIL1 and PP7/PP7L through its PMD and PPP domains, respectively. Considering that the PMD proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with PP7L, and are required for the expression of similar set of loci, we decided to determine the distribution of related genic PMD and PPP domains, and to retrace their evolutionary history among plant species. The *A*. *thaliana* MAIN, MAIL1 and MAIL3 are all members of the PMD-C family that also includes MAIL2 \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. Since our objective is to retrace the evolution of genic (and not TE-containing) PMD-C, we have decided to restraint our search to Eudicots. Indeed, Eudicot species contain mainly genic PMD-C, while other angiosperms may contain variable numbers of closely related genic and TE-associated PMD-C motifs that would be difficult to distinguish in our analysis. To retrace the evolution history of the genic PMD-C family, we used *A*. *thaliana* PMD-C genes to search and collect their relatives (paralogues and orthologues) in 30 genomes representative of the Eudicot diversity (see [S8 Table](#pgen.1008324.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a list of species and their corresponding codes used in [Fig 8](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"} and [S9 Table](#pgen.1008324.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for motif sequences).

![Evolutionary history of PMD-C and PP7 proteins in plants.\
(A) An alignment of the PMD-C motifs from 30 representative Eudicot species was used to construct a phylogenetic tree. The two major clades (MAIL2/MAIL2-like and MAIL3) are indicated. The species codes are given in [S11 Table](#pgen.1008324.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and corresponding protein sequences in [S12 Table](#pgen.1008324.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In red are genes presenting a fusion between a PMD-C and a PP7 motif. Statistical supports of key nodes calculated with the approximate likelihood-ratio test are indicated. Scale bar indicates one substitution/site. The tree was rooted using the *Amborella trichopoda* PMD-C motif (Atr1PMDC). (B) Phylogenetic tree constructed using an alignment of the PP7 motif from the same species as in (A). The two major clades (PP7 and PP7L) are indicated. In red are genes presenting a fusion between a PP7 and a PMD-C motif. Statistical supports of key nodes calculated with the approximate likelihood-ratio test are indicated. Scale bar indicates one substitution/site. The tree was rooted using the *A*. *thaliana* PP5 motif (AtPP5).](pgen.1008324.g008){#pgen.1008324.g008}

In our phylogenetic analysis, the genic PMD-C family can be clearly separated in two major clades. The first clade is composed of orthologues of *A*. *thaliana* MAIL2, MAIL1 and MAIN, while the second one includes orthologues of *A*. *thaliana* MAIL3 ([Fig 8A](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}). MAIL2 orthologues were found in all species tested, forming a closely related group, which suggests that they are under strong purifying selection (see the very short branch lengths linking most MAIL2 genes in [Fig 8A](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}). In several species, additional MAIL2 paralogues were also detected. They were either imbedded in the major MAIL2 group, or forming independent and more divergent subgroups, like in the case of MAIL1 and MAIN that are Brassicaceae-specific MAIL2 paralogues. By comparison, MAIL3 orthologues were not found in all Eudicot species tested, and, except in Brassicaceae, *MAIL3* genes appear to be under much weaker purifying selection compare to *MAIL2* and *MAIL2-like* genes (see the longer branch lengths in the tree of [Fig 8A](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Brassicaceae *MAIL3* genes contrast with other *MAIL3*, by forming a closely related group in the phylogenetic tree. This suggests a clear change in selection pressure, typical of a neofunctionalization event that could correlate with the acquisition of the PPP motif by these genes ([Fig 8B](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"} and see below). Remarkably, another fusion event between PMD-C and PPP motifs occurred independently in grapevine, but this time involving a MAIL2 paralogue (VvMAIL2.2, [Fig 8A](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}).

We then used the PPP motif found in *A*. *thaliana* MAIL3, to collect orthologous genes and retrace the evolution history of this motif in the same Eudicot species used above. We confirmed that these genes can be clearly separated in two distinct clades: PP7 and PP7-like (PP7L) ([Fig 8B](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}). All tested species present one or several closely related PP7 paralogues. Although the Brassicaceae MAIL3 PPP motif belongs to the PP7 clade, it diverged significantly compared to other standalone PP7 paralogues ([Fig 8B](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Same observation was made regarding the PP7 domain of VvMAIL2.2. Thus, as described for the PMD of Brassicaceae MAIL3 and grapevine VvMAIL2.2, this suggests a fast-evolving period and neofunctionalization of the PP7 domain in these species, subsequently to the PMD-C/PP7 fusion. Conversely, PP7L orthologues were not found in all species tested and, accordingly, these genes are under weaker purifying selection compare to genes belonging to the PP7 subfamily. In conclusion, phylogenetic analyses showed that, in at least Brassicaceae and grapevine, neo-association of PMD-C and PP7 domains have potentially create new protein functions that were maintained through evolution.

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

In *A*. *thaliana*, MAIN and MAIL1 are standalone PMD proteins that have been involved in genome integrity, regulation of cell division and differentiation, and silencing of TEs \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]--[@pgen.1008324.ref017]\]. In this study, we show that TE silencing is widely impaired in the *ddc main-3* higher order mutant, which is both partially defective in DNA methylation and MAIN activity. We also identify the putative phosphatase protein PP7L as MAIN and MAIL1 protein interactor, and show that among the loci that are commonly misregulated in *pmd* and *pp7l* single and double mutants, a substantial fraction of downregulated genes carries the 'DOWN' DNA motif in their promoter. Finally, phylogenetic analyses among Eudicots suggest a mechanism of neofunctionalization between the PMD and PP7-type PPP, to potentially acquire a functional module that requires the two protein domains.

The PMD MAIN protein acts independently of DRM2- and CMT3 pathways to silence TEs and DNA-methylated genes {#sec012}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous analyses showed that some TEs were synergistically upregulated in the *mail1 rdr2* double mutant plants, suggesting that MAIL1 acts independently of RdDM pathway \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. In our whole genome transcriptomic analyses, we show that several TEs and DNA-methylated genes are upregulated in both *main-3* and *ddc* mutants, as well as in the *ddc main-3* quadruple mutant ([Fig 2](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also identify TEs that are upregulated in either *ddc* or *main-3* mutants, but display stronger misregulation in the *ddc main-3* higher order mutant ([Fig 2](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we identify a large class of TEs that are only upregulated in *ddc main-3* ([Fig 2](#pgen.1008324.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pgen.1008324.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Altogether, these analyses reveal complex genetic interaction between the MAIN, DRM2 and CMT3 proteins to silence TE. Previous work showed that DNA methylation is not impaired in *mail1-1* \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\]. We found that DNA methylation is mostly unaffected in the *main-2* null mutant. However, we detected a mild but significant hypermethylation at non-CG sites in TEs and pericentromeric genes ([Fig 4](#pgen.1008324.g004){ref-type="fig"}). One hypothesis is that CHG and CHH hypermethylation observed in *main-2* is a backup mechanism to compensate for MAIN loss of function, and to dampen TE silencing defects. Although further studies will be required to test this hypothesis, it is consistent with the fact that combining the *main-3* and *ddc* mutations leads to an exacerbation of TE silencing defects. Thus MAIN, DRM2 and CMT3 pathways cooperate to silence TE. Synergistic effects between different epigenetic pathways have already been described. For instance, it has been shown that MORPHEUS MOLECULE 1 (MOM1) and MORC1/MORC6 proteins, or MOM1 and the RdDM pathway act synergistically to efficiently silence TEs \[[@pgen.1008324.ref013], [@pgen.1008324.ref030]\]. Altogether, these observations contribute to the "mille-feuille" (i.e. "multiple layers") model, in which different epigenetic pathways converge towards the silencing of TEs \[[@pgen.1008324.ref031]\].

The putative phosphatase PP7L interacts with the PMD MAIN and MAIL1 protein to regulate a similar set of genes and TEs {#sec013}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recently, the putative phosphoprotein phosphatase PP7L was involved in the biogenesis of chloroplasts and plant response upon abiotic stress \[[@pgen.1008324.ref025]\]. Here, we show that PP7L interact with MAIN and MAIL1, and *main-2*, *pp7l-2*, *mail1-1* single and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant plants display similar developmental and molecular phenotypes (Figs [5](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pgen.1008324.g006){ref-type="fig"}). We also show that, as described for *main-2* and *mail1-1* \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\], the subnuclear distribution of chromocenters and H3K9me2 are unaltered in *pp7l-2* ([Fig 7](#pgen.1008324.g007){ref-type="fig"}). The 106B pericentromeric repeats appeared decondensed in *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutants \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\], future work will determine if similar phenotype is observed in *pp7l-2*. Although MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L interact together, we cannot exclude that an additional protein is required for the interaction. In addition, PP7L may have additional partners independently of MAIN and MAIL1. Further biochemical studies such as IP-MS analyses using the FLAG-tagged PP7L line will contribute to addressing these points.

Transcriptomic analyses revealed complex genetic interaction between MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L; the three proteins acting either independently or together to ensure the proper expression of genes, and to perform TE silencing. Moreover, transcriptome profiling of *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant revealed that the two mutations may have synergistic effects, specifically at genes that are upregulated in the mutant. To further study the genetic interaction between the three proteins, it will be important to analyze the transcriptome of *main-2 mail1-1 pp7l-2* triple mutant. Altogether and considering that *i)* MAIN, DRM2 and CMT3 pathways cooperate to silence TEs, and *ii)* the *main-2* mutant show a slight increase in DNA methylation at CHG and CHH sites, we cannot rule out that MAIN is playing a dual role: regulating gene expression through its interaction with MAIL1 and PP7L, and involved in TE silencing through its genetic interaction with DNA methylation. In the future, it will be important to analyze DNA methylation in *pp7l-2*, but also in *pmd pp7l-2* higher order mutants. In parallel, studying the *ddc pp7l-2* mutant will allow to further decipher the genetic interaction between the PP7L and DNA methylation pathways.

A fraction of genes that are commonly downregulated in *main*, *mail1* and *pp7l* mutants carry the 'DOWN' motif in their promoters {#sec014}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A substantial fraction of genes that are commonly downregulated in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* carry the 'DOWN' motif in their promoter ([S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7 Table](#pgen.1008324.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, twenty-five out of twenty-six genes commonly downregulated in all the mutant backgrounds analyzed in this study---except *ddc---*carry the 'DOWN' DNA motif in their promoter ([S5E Fig](#pgen.1008324.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7 Table](#pgen.1008324.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 'DOWN' motif is also enriched in fractions of downregulated genes in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *mail1-1 pp7l-2*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3*. However, it is not enriched among downregulated genes in *pp7l-2* mutant. One explanation for this discrepancy is that too many loci were identified as downregulated in *pp7l-2*, which created a dilution of the loci carrying the 'DOWN' motif in their promoter.

Based on our results, we hypothesize that the 'DOWN' motif may act as a putative cis-regulatory element (CRE) recognized by an unidentified TF, which would be required for the transcription of genes identified as downregulated in *pmd* and *pp7l* mutants. This unknown TF could be recruited or activated by the MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L protein complex. Another hypothesis is that the 'DOWN' motif is directly recognized by the MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L protein complex. Further study will be required to test if MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L protein complex interact with chromatin, and bind the 'DOWN' motif. In parallel, further biochemical analyses may allow to identify an uncharacterized putative TF as MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L protein interactor.

Altogether, these analyses suggest that MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L are involved in three distinct activities. First, they are required for the silencing of TEs and DNA-methylated genes, cooperating with canonical epigenetic factors such as DRM2 and CMT3 to efficiently repress these loci. Second, they are required for the repression of subsets of genes that are not targeted by DNA methylation. For this category of loci, one hypothesis is that MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L may act as transcriptional repressor. Third, MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L are required for the transcriptional activation of several genes, and fractions of those genes carry the 'DOWN' motif in their promoter. In the future, it will be important to determine the molecular mechanisms that are involved in these three activities of MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L.

The association of PMD-C and PP7/PP7L domains creates a functional protein module {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, we identified PP7L as a protein partner of the two standalone PMDs MAIN and MAIL1, and showed that these proteins are required for the proper expression of a common set of genes, and for TE silencing. Besides, we showed that the Brassicaceae MAIL3 and the grapevine VvMAIL2.2 proteins carry a PMD fused to a PP7 domain. Based on these results, we hypothesize that depending on the configuration, the association of PMD-C and PP7/PP7L domains would create a functional protein module in trans or in cis. It is likely that the cis-association of PMD and PP7 found in the Brassicaceae MAIL3 proteins occurred in the common ancestors of this Eudicot lineage, possibly through the process of gene duplication. Since then, the MAIL3 PMD/PP7 fusion was maintained under strong purifying selection, arguing for a neofunctionalization of the fusion protein. It is likely that a similar process happened in grapevine, and possibly, in closely related Vitaceae species. To some extent, the two distinct events that occurred in Brassicaceae and grapevine are reminiscent of convergent evolution processes leading to the production of a functional PMD/PP7 module.

The occurrence of PMD and PP7/PP7L protein fusion in several Brassicaceae and grapevine is reminiscent of the concept of Rosetta stone chimera proteins, which describes that two proteins interacting together in one organism can be found fused together in another species to facilitate enzymatic activity \[[@pgen.1008324.ref032]\]. There are several examples of Rosetta stone proteins, described for instance with different subunits of DNA topoisomerase or RNA polymerase \[[@pgen.1008324.ref032]\]. Here, we show that, at least in *A*. *thaliana*, the Rosetta stone chimera MAIL3 coexist with its close homologs MAIN/MAIL1 and PP7L that interact together. The fact that the PMD and PP7 domains are fused together in MAIL3 may be a strategy to optimize protein activity. Conversely, the enzymatic activity of the MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L protein complex could be further regulated by allowing, or not, the three proteins to interact together. Nevertheless, in both scenarios, it is likely that PMD and PP7/PP7L association creates a functional protein module, which might be specialized in distinct biological processes depending on its composition. Thus, we hypothesize that the MAIL3 and MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L protein complexes play different role in the plant. This is consistent with the fact that, unlike *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *pp7l-2* mutant, the *mail3-2* mutant does not show abnormal developmental phenotype \[[@pgen.1008324.ref017]\]. Further studies will be required to describe the role of MAIL3 in the plants.

In conclusion, we show here that the two *A*. *thaliana* PMD MAIN and MAIL1 proteins interact with PP7L, and are involved in the regulation of a common set of genes and TEs. In addition, we show that distinct events of PMD-C and PP7 fusions have occurred among the Eudicots (among several Brassicaceae species and in grapevine), suggesting some convergent evolution processes and a potential neofunctionalization of PMD/PP7 module in cis. The biological significance of PMD/PP7 fusion proteins will be investigated in the future by studying the role of MAIL3 in *A*. *thaliana*. In addition, it will be important to determine whether the PMD proteins play important roles in other plant species with agronomic value.

Materials and methods {#sec016}
=====================

Plant material and growing conditions {#sec017}
-------------------------------------

All the plant material is in the Columbia (Col) ecotype. Col = Non-transgenic WT Columbia ecotype. The *drm1-2* (SALK_031705), *drm2-2* (SALK_150863), *cmt3-11* (SALK_148381), *ddc* triple, *main-2* (GK-728H05), *mail1-1* (GK-840E05) and *pp7l-2* (SALK_003071) null mutant lines were previously described \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]--[@pgen.1008324.ref017], [@pgen.1008324.ref025], [@pgen.1008324.ref026]\], and obtained from The Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre. The *mail1-1 pp7l-2* double mutant was obtained by crossing the respective single mutants. T-DNA insertions were confirmed by PCR-based genotyping and RT-qPCR analyses. The *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* WT line (WT) carries the transgene in WT Col ecotype. The *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP ddc* line (*ddc)* carries the transgene in *ddc*. The *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP ddc main-3* line *(ddc main-3 = ddc \#16)* carries the transgene in the *ddc main-3* background. The *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP main-3* line *(main-3*) was obtained by backcrossing *ddc main-3* with WT, F1 plants were self-fertilized, and F2 plants were screened by PCR-based genotyping to identify plants homozygote for the *main-3* mutation and WT for *DRM2* and *CMT3*. The *main-3* mutant allele was scored by derived cleaved amplified polymorphic sequences (dCAPS) using the restriction enzyme FokI. Primer sequences are described in [S10 Table](#pgen.1008324.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All the WT Col and T-DNA mutant plants were grown on soil under a 16h-light/8h-dark cycle. When experiments required to screen for GFP expression under UV light, plants carrying the *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* transgene were first grown on Murashige and Skoog (MS) plates under continuous light, 10-day old plants were then screened for GFP expression under UV light, and subsequently transferred onto soil. For *in vitro* plant culture, seeds were surface-sterilized and sowed on solid MS medium containing 0.5% sucrose (w/v).

Cloning of ATCOPIA28::GFP {#sec018}
-------------------------

The pCambia3300-NLS-GFP-T35S vector was previously described \[[@pgen.1008324.ref012]\]. The 5'LTR promoter corresponding to a region of \~1 kb upstream of *ATCOPIA28 (AT3TE51900)* was PCR amplified from WT genomic DNA, and cloned into pCR2.1 TOPO vector (Invitrogen). Quikchange site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene) was performed according to Manufacturer's instruction to create a polymorphism site (MfeI→NdeI) within the 5'LTR promoter, which was subsequently mobilized into pCambia3300 upstream of NLS-GFP-T35S sequence. *ddc* triple mutant plants were transformed with the AT*COPIA28*::*GFP* construct using the *Agrobacterium*-mediated floral dip method \[[@pgen.1008324.ref033]\]. Transgenic plants showing GFP fluorescence were backcrossed with a WT plant to promote the silencing of *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* in the F1 generation. F1 plants were self-crossed and their F2 progenies were screened for GFP fluorescence, and PCR-based genotyped to obtain *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* WT and *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP ddc* plants. Primer sequences used for *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* cloning and PCR genotyping are described in [S10 Table](#pgen.1008324.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

EMS mutagenesis, GFP screening and mapping analyses {#sec019}
---------------------------------------------------

Five thousand seeds of *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP ddc* were mutagenized in 0.26% EMS solution for 12 hours with rotation. Seeds were subsequently washed with water and sown on soil. Fifteen hundred M2 populations were collected, and subsequently screened for GFP fluorescence under UV light using a SMZ18 Nikon Fluorescence Stereomicroscope coupled with the C-HGFI intensilight fluorescence filter. Pictures were taken using the DS Qi1MC digital camera kit. Mapping and identification of the EMS mutation responsible for the phenotype were performed by bulk segregant analysis coupled with deep genome re-sequencing as previously described \[[@pgen.1008324.ref012]\], with the following differences. Reads were mapped against the reference genome (*Arabidopsis* TAIR10) and single nucleotide polymorphisms called in Geneious (Biomatters). Using R, single nucleotide polymorphisms were filtered for EMS mutations (G:C→A:T) and zygosity called based on the variant frequency provided by Geneious (≥80% homozygous mutation, ≥45%, and ≤55% heterozygous mutation). Plots were then created by calculating the ratio of the number of homozygous and heterozygous and mutations in a 500-kb window as previously described \[[@pgen.1008324.ref034]\].

Cloning of epitope-tagged versions of PMD and PP7L proteins {#sec020}
-----------------------------------------------------------

*MAIN*, *MAIL1* and *PP7L* genomic regions were PCR amplified and FLAG or MYC epitopes were added to the C-terminus of each protein as previously described \[[@pgen.1008324.ref012]\]. Each time, the amplified region includes a \~1Kb promoter sequence upstream of the respective transcriptional start site. Within the *MAIN* promoter, a MluI site was modified to allow LR reaction without changing the sequence integrity of the gene. *main-2* and *mail1-1* mutant plants were transformed with the *MAIN-FLAG* or *MAIN-MYC* and *MAIL1-FLAG* or *MAIL1-MYC* constructs, respectively, using the *Agrobacterium*-mediated floral dip method \[[@pgen.1008324.ref033]\]. *MAIN-MYC* and *MAIL1-MYC* lines were subsequently supertransformed with the *PP7L-FLAG* construct to perform co-IP experiments. Primer sequences are described in [S10 Table](#pgen.1008324.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The *PP7L* DNA and protein sequences used in this study are described in [S12 Table](#pgen.1008324.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

IP and MS analysis {#sec021}
------------------

Ten grams of 3-week-old seedling tissue were ground in liquid nitrogen and resuspended in 50mL ice-cold IP buffer \[50mM Tris HCl pH 7.6, 150mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl~2~, 0.1% Nonidet P-40, 10% glycerol (v/v), 0.5mM DTT, 1x Protease Inhibitor Mixture (Roche)\] and centrifuged 2 times for 15 min at 4°C at 15 350g. 400μL of M2 magnetic FLAG-beads (Sigma, M8823) were added to the supernatants, and incubated for 90 min rotating at 4°C. M2 magnetic FLAG-beads were washed seven times in ice-cold IP buffer for 5 min rotating at 4°C, and immunoprecipitated proteins were eluted 3 times with 150μL 3x-FLAG peptides (Sigma, F4799) for 25 min each at 25°C. The eluted protein complexes were precipitated by trichloroacetic acid and subjected to MS analyses as previously described \[[@pgen.1008324.ref013]\]. Peptide and protein-level false discovery rates were calculated by the DTASelect algorithm using the decoy database approach. Based on a peptide PSM level p-value filter of less than 0.01 and a requirement for at least two peptides per protein, the protein-level false discovery rate was less than 1% for all proteins detected.

Co-IP and immunoblotting {#sec022}
------------------------

0.5 g of 3-week-old seedling tissue were ground in liquid nitrogen, resuspended in 1.5mL ice-cold IP buffer \[50mM Tris pH 7.6, 150mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 0.1% Nonidet P-40, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM DTT, 1x Protease Inhibitor Mixture (Roche)\], and centrifuged 2 times for 15 min at 4°C, 16 000g. 50μL M2 magnetic FLAG-beads (Sigma, M8823) were added to the supernatants and incubated for 2 hour rotating at 4°C. Beads were washed 3 times in ice-cold IP buffer for 10 min rotating at 4°C. Immunoprecipitated proteins were denatured in Laemmli buffer for 5min at 95°C. 10μL of input and bead elution were run on 10% SDS-PAGE gels, and proteins were detected by western blotting using either Anti-FLAG M2 monoclonal antibody-peroxidase conjugate (Sigma, A8592) at a dilution of 1:10000, or c-Myc rat monoclonal antibody (Chromotek, 9E1-100) at a dilution of 1:1000 followed by goat anti-rat IgG horseradish peroxidase (Abcam, ab205720) used at a dilution of 1:20000 as secondary antibody. Western blots were developed using Substrat HRP Immobilon Western (Merck Millipore, WBKLS0500).

RNA extraction {#sec023}
--------------

Total RNA was extracted from aerial parts of 3-week-old seedlings grown on soil using either RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, 74904) or Monarch Total RNA Miniprep Kit (NEB, T2010) according to the manufacturer's protocols.

RNA sequencing {#sec024}
--------------

RNA-seq libraries were generated from 1μg of input RNA using NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB, E7490) according to the manufacturer's protocols. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 or NextSeq 550 machines. Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic \[[@pgen.1008324.ref035]\], and mapped to the *A*. *thaliana* genome (*Arabidopsi*s TAIR10 genome) using HISAT2 \[[@pgen.1008324.ref036]\]. The sequence alignment files were sorted by name and indexed using SAMtools \[[@pgen.1008324.ref037]\]. Files were converted to BAM files and number of reads mapped onto a gene calculated using HTSeq-count \[[@pgen.1008324.ref038]\]. Differentially expressed genes were obtained with DESeq2 \[[@pgen.1008324.ref039]\], using a log2 fold-change ≥ 2 (up-regulated genes) or ≤ -2 (down-regulated genes) with an adjusted *p*-value of 0.01. Batch effects were modeled within the DESeq2 study design. For PCA, we removed the batch effect using limma's 'removeBatchEffect' function \[[@pgen.1008324.ref040]\]. Heat map visualizations were realized using the heatmap2 function from the R gplots package. Boxplots were realized using boxplot function from R. Re-analyses of previously published RNA-seq datasets from *main-2* and *mail1-1* (PRJEB15202) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref015]\] were performed as described above.

RT-qPCR {#sec025}
-------

1 μg of input RNA was converted to cDNA using GoScript Reverse Transcriptase (Promega A501C) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The final reaction was diluted 6 times with RNase free water. RT-qPCR experiments were performed with 4μL of cDNA combined to the Takyon No Rox SYBR MasterMix (Eurogentec, UF-NSMT-B0701), using a LightCycler 480 instrument (Roche). Amplification conditions were as follows: 95°C 5 min; 45 cycles, 95°C 15s, 60°C 15s, 72°C 30s; melting curves. RT-qPCR analyses used the 2^--ΔΔCt^ method. For each analysis, ΔCt was first calculated based on the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene Ct value \[[@pgen.1008324.ref041]\]. ΔΔCt were then obtained by subtracting the wt ΔCt from the ΔCt of each sample. Values were represented on bar charts relative to WT. Three technical replicates were performed per biological replicate, and 3 biological replicates were used in all experiments, unless otherwise stated. Primer sequences are described in [S10 Table](#pgen.1008324.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. RT-qPCR raw data are described in [S13 Table](#pgen.1008324.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

DNA motif detection {#sec026}
-------------------

The motifs for enhancer sequences (1kb upstream the TSS) were discovered using MEME (Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation). MEME represents motifs as position-dependent letter-probability matrices which describe the probability of each possible letter at each position in the pattern \[[@pgen.1008324.ref042]\].

Bisulfite sequencing {#sec027}
--------------------

Genomic DNA was extracted from aerial parts of 3-week-old seedlings using Quick-DNA Plant/Seed Miniprep Kit (Zymo research, D6020) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) library was prepared from 50 ng genomic DNA using NuGen Ovation Ultralow Methyl-Seq kit. Bisulfite treatment was carried out by Qiagen Epitect bisulfite kit. WGBS libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 machine. The raw reads (single end) were trimmed using Trimmomatic in order to remove adapter sequences \[[@pgen.1008324.ref035]\]. The remaining sequences were aligned against the *A*. *thaliana* genome TAIR10 version using Bismark \[[@pgen.1008324.ref043]\]. Duplicated reads were collapsed into one read. For metaplot and boxplot visualization, we used ViewBS \[[@pgen.1008324.ref044]\]. Boxplots were realized using boxplot function from R. DMRs (differentially methylated regions) were defined comparing methylation in wildtype with the *main-2* mutant analyzed using the R package "DMRcaller" \[[@pgen.1008324.ref045]\]. We used "noise filter" method to compute CpG, CpHpG and CpHpH DMRs. We selected bins where the p-value was less than 0.01, the difference in methylation level was at least 40% in the CG context, 20% in the CHG context or 10% in the CHH context, with at least four cytosines; each cytosine had on average at least four reads.

Sequence selection, multiple sequences alignments and phylogenetic reconstruction {#sec028}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Blast searches (blastp) were performed starting from known *A*. *thaliana* PMD-C and PP7/PP7L motifs on the thirty species representing the diversity of the Eudicot lineages. When necessary tblastn searches were also used to obtain complete protein sequences. To build the phylogenetic trees, PMD-C or PP7/PP7L motifs were aligned using the multiple sequence comparison by log-expectation (MUSCLE v3.7) software \[[@pgen.1008324.ref046]\]. Trees were reconstructed using the fast-maximum likelihood tree estimation program PHYML \[[@pgen.1008324.ref047]\] using the LG amino acids replacement matrix \[[@pgen.1008324.ref048]\]. Statistical support for the major clusters were obtained using the approximate likelihood-ratio test (aLRT) \[[@pgen.1008324.ref049]\].

Immunofluorescence and DAPI-staining {#sec029}
------------------------------------

Leaves from 3-week-old plants, were fixed for 20 min rotating at 4°C in 2% formaldehyde in Tris buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl), washed two times for 10 min rotating at 4°C in cold Tris buffer and subsequently chopped in LB01 buffer (15 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM spermine, 80 mM KCl, 20mM NaCl and 0.1% Triton- X-100). Nuclei were filtered through a 30 μm cell strainer cap (Sysmex, 04-0042-2316) and 5μl of the nuclei solution was diluted in 10 μl of sorting buffer (100mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Tween-20 and 5% sucrose). 20μl of the nuclei dilution were spread onto a polylysine slide and air-dried for 40 min. Slides were post-fixed in 2% formaldehyde in 1X PBS for 5 min and washed 2 times with water. Slides were incubated 15 min in 1X PBS, 0.5% Triton X-100 at RT and washed 3 times with 1X PBS for 5 min. For detection, slides were incubated over night with a mouse anti-H3K9me2 monoclonal antibody (Abcam, Ab 1220) at 1:500 in 3% BSA, 0.05% Tween in 1X PBS at 4°C in a moist chamber. After 3 washes in 1X PBS for 5 min, slides were incubated 2h with a goat anti-mouse antibody coupled to Alexa fluor 568 (Invitrogen, A11004) at 1:1000 in 3% BSA, 0.05% Tween in 1X PBS in a moist chamber. Slides were washed 1 time 5 min with 1X PBS, 1 time 10 min with 1X PBS, 1μg/mL DAPI, and 1 time 5 min with 1X PBS. DNA was counterstained with 1μg/mL DAPI in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). Observation and imaging were performed using a LSM 700 epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss).

Supporting information {#sec030}
======================

###### *MAIN* is the mutated gene responsible for *ATCOPIA28::GFP* and TE overexpression in the *ddc \#16* mutant.

\(A\) Representative pictures of *ddc \#18* (*ddc morc6-8*) and *ddc \#344* (*ddc morc6-9*) mutants in comparison to *ATCOPIA28*::*GFP* WT and *ddc* control plants under UV light. Insets show plants under white light. (B) Enrichment in homozygote/heterozygote ratio of EMS over WT single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), defining the linkage intervals for the populations *ddc \#18* and *ddc \#344*. Mb: megabase. Gray-shaded rectangles delimit the mapping intervals. (C) Location of the point mutations corresponding to the *morc6-8* and *morc6-9* alleles within the *MORC6* genomic sequence. Nucleotide and corresponding amino acid changes are indicated above the gene. Positions of the mutations are indicated relative to the transcription start site (+1). Grey boxes represent 5' and 3' UTR, blue boxes and lines represent exons and introns, respectively. (D) Enrichment in homozygote/heterozygote ratio of EMS over WT single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), defining the linkage intervals for the population *ddc \#16*. Gray-shaded rectangle delimits the mapping interval. (E) Location of the point mutation corresponding to the *main-3* mutant allele within the *MAIN* genomic sequence. (F) Genetic complementation analyses using the KO T-DNA insertion line *main-2*. *ddc \#16* plants were crossed with *main-2* plants. F1 plants were self-crossed, and F2 plants were screened under UV light to select GFP-overexpressing plants. Western blotting using anti-GFP antibodies confirmed GFP overexpression in selected F2 plants. Coomassie staining of the large Rubisco subunit (rbcL) is used as a loading control. KDa: kilodalton. Among the selected F2 plants, the presence of *main-3* EMS and *main-2* T-DNA mutant alleles were determined by dCAPS-PCR and PCR analyses, respectively. *DRM2* and *CMT3* genotyping were determined by PCR analyses. WT: Wild type, Ho: Homozygote mutant. He: Heterozygote. (G) Relative expression analyses of several TEs in the indicated genotypes assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the different genotypes are represented relative to WT. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on two independent biological replicates. Screening of EMS mutant populations was done on MS plates to allow for visualization of GFP-positive individuals under UV light.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Combining the *drm2, cmt3* and *main-3* mutations exacerbate TE silencing defects.

\(A\) Principal component analysis (PCA) performed after batch correction for first two components of the sixteen samples described in RNA-seq EMS Exp1 and Exp2. (B) Relative expression analyses of *ATCOPIA28* and *HELITRONY1D* (*AT5TE35950*) in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the different genotypes are represented relative to WT. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. (C) Venn diagrams analysis showing the overlaps between reproducibly upregulated TEs in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3*. Fisher\'s exact test statistically confirmed the significance of Venn diagram overlaps (p-value \<2.2.10e-16). (D) Same as panel B for TEs defined as class I-IV TEs. Frames of RT-qPCR graphs are using the same color code as shown in panel C. (E) Venn diagrams analyses defining the overlaps between up- and downregulated genes in the different genotypes. Fisher\'s exact test statistically confirmed the significance of Venn diagram overlaps (p-value \<2.2.10e-16). (F) Fraction of misregulated genes in *ddc*, *main-3* and *ddc main-3* located in chromosome arms or in pericentromeric regions as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref050]\]. Asterisks indicate statistically significant enrichments of misregulated genes in chromosome arms or pericentromeric regions in comparison to the genomic distributions of all *A*. *thaliana* genes (Chi-Square test, \*\*: p-value≤ 0.01). Percentages of genes targeted by DNA methylation and H3K9me2 were calculated based on enrichment in heterochromatin states 8 and 9 as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref051]\]. (G) Relative expression analyses of *DRM2* and *CMT3* in *ddc*, *main-3*, *ddc main-3*, *cmt3 main-3* and *dd main-3* assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the different genotypes are represented relative to WT. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. Screening of EMS mutant populations was done on MS plates to allow for visualization of GFP-positive individuals under UV light.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Identification of reproducibly misregulated loci in *main-2, mail1-1* and *main-3*.

\(A\) Principal component analysis (PCA) performed after batch correction for first two components of the twenty-four *main-2*, *mail1-1* and WT Col samples described in RNA-seq Exp1, Exp2 and Exp3. (B-D) Relative expression analyses of several upregulated TEs (B), upregulated genes (C), and downregulated genes (D) in *main-2*, *mail1-1* and *main-3* assayed by RT-qPCR. RT-qPCR analyses were normalized using the housekeeping *RHIP1* gene, and transcript levels in the different genotypes are represented relative to respective WT controls. Error bars indicate standard deviation based on three independent biological replicates. (E) Venn diagrams analyses representing the overlaps between misregulated loci in *main-2*, *mail1-1*, *ddc* and *ddc main-3*. Fisher\'s exact test statistically confirmed the significance of Venn diagram overlaps (p-value \<0.005).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA methylation analyses in the *main-2* mutant.

(A-B) Boxplot analyses in two *main-2* and WT Col biological replicates showing the DNA methylation levels at genomic sites previously defined as hypo CHG differentially methylated regions (DMR) in *cmt3* (A) and hypo CHH DMR in *drm1 drm2* (B) based on \[[@pgen.1008324.ref026]\]. p-values were calculated using a Wilcoxon test. \*: p-value \<5.10e-7, \*\*: p-value \<5.10e-10, \*\*\*: p-value \< 2.10e-16.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L are required for the proper expression of similar loci, and commonly downregulated genes carry the 'DOWN' DNA motif in their promoter.

\(A\) Principal component analysis (PCA) performed after batch correction for first two components of the thirty-two samples described in RNA-seq Exp1, Exp2 and Exp3. (B) Number of misregulated genes in the different genotypes in comparison to WT Col plants from RNA-seq Exp3 (four biological replicates, [S3](#pgen.1008324.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pgen.1008324.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). (C) Number of upregulated TEs in *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2*, and classified by TE superfamily. (D) Fraction of misregulated loci in *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2* located in chromosome arms or in pericentromeric regions as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref050]\]. Asterisks indicate statistically significant enrichments of downregulated genes, upregulated genes and TEs in chromosome arms and pericentromeric regions, respectively, in comparison to the genomic distributions of all *A*. *thaliana* genes and TEs (Chi-Square test, \*: p-value≤ 0.05, \*\*: p-value≤ 0.01, n.s: not significant). Percentages of genes targeted by DNA methylation and H3K9me2 were calculated based on enrichment in heterochromatin states 8 and 9 as defined in \[[@pgen.1008324.ref051]\]. (E) Identification and proportions of the 'DOWN' DNA motif among the promoters of downregulated genes and all *Arabidopsis* genes using the MEME software. Promoter regions are defined as 1kb upstream of ATG. The list of all *Arabidopsis* genes used to determine genomic distributions is based on the TAIR file: TAIR10_upstream_1000_translation_start_20101028. RNA-seq threshold: log2≥2, or log2≤-2; p-adj\< 0.01.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Full size images of Western blot panels described in [Fig 1C](#pgen.1008324.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig 5B](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig 5G--5I](#pgen.1008324.g005){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of differentially expressed loci in *ddc, main-3* and *ddc main-3*.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of differentially expressed loci in *main-2* and *mail1-1*.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of loci commonly misregulated in *main-2, mail1-1* and *main-3*.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of differentially expressed loci in *pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2*.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of loci commonly misregulated in *main-2, mail1-1, pp7l-2* and *mail1-1 pp7l-2*.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of loci commonly misregulated in all mutant backgrounds (except *ddc*) analyzed in this study.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lists of commonly downregulated genes displaying the "DOWN" motif in their promoter and random test analyses.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### List of species used to construct the two trees of [Fig 8](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}, their codes and the presence/absence of the different PMD-C and PP7 motifs.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

\(A\) PMD-C and (B) PP7/PP7L motifs used to construct the two phylogenetic trees of [Fig 8](#pgen.1008324.g008){ref-type="fig"}.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### List of primers used in this study.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) mapping and coverage statistics.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Genomic DNA and protein sequences of *PP7L (AT5G10900)* used in this study.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Raw data of RT-qPCR experiments described in this study.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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To resubmit, use the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.

\[LINK\]

We are sorry that we cannot be more positive about your manuscript at this stage. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any concerns or questions.

Yours sincerely,

Claudia Köhler

Associate Editor

PLOS Genetics

Wendy Bickmore

Section Editor: Epigenetics

PLOS Genetics

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: see attachment

Reviewer \#2: This is a review of the manuscript entitled "The plant mobile domain proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with the phosphatase PP7L to regulate gene expression and silence transposable elements in Arabidopsis thaliana" submitted to PLoS Genetics. In this manuscript a forward genetic screen is performed to identify factors responsible for repressing a TE-reporter transgene in an already sensitized DNA methylation-deficient background. The screen hits upon MAIN, a transposable element (TE)-derived domesticated protein that has been described before, but the molecular function of which is unknown. The strength of the manuscript is the analysis of TE activation in Figure 1 and the IP-Mass Spec analysis in Figure 2. The first two figures, along with their corresponding supplemental data, are very strong. Figure 3 and 4 are the weakness of the manuscript, as a more convincing analysis of dataset overlap needs to be done for Figure 3, and Figure 4 is highly descriptive, and ends the manuscript on a low note. Overall, it is my belief that upon revision this work could be suitable for publication in PLoS Genetics.

Major comments

1\. The analysis of Figure 3A-C is not convincing to the reader. Rather than just explaining how many genes or TEs are shared between datasets, the others should perform a statistical analysis of observed compared to expected overlap based on the size of these datasets, and show p-values for how statistically enriched the overlap is. The same for the Venn diagram in Figure 1E. For example, there are so many genes and TEs in the genome, that the numbers of overlap in Figure 3A-C may simply be due to the false discovery rate (especially the very low numbers of Figure 3A). Besides this observed vs. expected analysis, to convince the readers that MAIN, MAIL1 and PP7L have similar sets of mis-expressed genes and TEs, the authors should perform a principle component analysis that shows that the expression patterns of these mutant genotypes cluster away from wild-type, and more importantly they cluster together.

2\. Figure S1F shows that crossing the TE-reporter transgene to the T-DNA insertion of MAIN gives the same effect as the point mutation from their screen. However, I am not convinced by the GFP fluorescence images nor the Western blot. The main mutant combined with ddc looks just like the starting ddc to me. This is an important point, and convincing data needs to be show that MAIN is the correct gene causing the effect identified in the screen. Perhaps GFP levels could be quantified in S1F?

3\. I'm amazed that MAIN and MAIL1 coIP with PP7L, which just happens to be very close to the MAIL3 gene, in which two similar proteins to MAIN/MAIL1 and PP7L have been fused together. Please add discussion of this coincidence, and how it could have come to be that two proteins that work together could become fused.

4\. The end of the Results section becomes highly descriptive in regards to the evolutionary analysis. My suggestion is to either perform an experiment (bioinformatic or wet-bench) in this section, or reduce this analysis / description.

Minor comments, but still should be fixed

1\. The Introduction goes into background research on MORC and MOM1 proteins that is not necessary for the reader, and I feel that the purpose of mentioning them is to self-reference the authors' previous work. Extraneous information and references should be removed.

2\. Figures S1-S3 have a lot of good and important information in them. I suggest moving the essential pieces of data out of the Supplemental section and into the main figures.

3\. More raw data should be added to Figure 2A (the IP-MS table). For example: % of the detected protein covered by the spectra, p-value of detection, number of unique spectra for that protein.

4\. Figure S3A-C should be in the main figures. For Figure3B-C please show comparable data for MAIN and MAIL1, and see major point \#1 above for a principle component analysis that could convince the reader that these mutants have similar expression patterns.

Reviewer \#3: The manuscript of Nicolau and colleagues investigates the function of two Arabidopsis plant mobile domain (PMD) genes MAIN and MAIL1 in the regulation of transcription. In a forward genetic screen, the authors identify a point mutation in MAIN leading to the reactivation of a silent GFP reporter. RNA-sequencing shows that loss of MAIN leads to derepression of transposable elements (TEs) in redundant and synergistic manners to DNA methylation. Immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry (IP-MS) shows that MAIN and its homolog MAIL1 are in a protein complex with the putative phosphatase PP7L. Comparison between different publically available gene expression datasets defines a common set of TEs and protein-coding genes mis-regulated in main, mail1 and pp7l mutants. Motif analyses identify a putative cis regulatory element (CRE) amongst mis-regulated genes and phylogenetic work suggests a neo-association process between PMD and PP7 domains.

The role of MAIN and MAIL1 in TE silencing is of general interest for the plant epigenetic community and the identification of PP7L as part of the MAIN/MAIL protein complex is the novelty of this work. The originality and hard work involved in performing a genetic screen has to be noted. However, many of the manuscript findings have already been published (Ikeda et al., Nature Communication 2017; DOI: 10.1038/ncomms15122). This encompasses the identification of MAIN and MAIL1 as transcriptional repressors of TEs, independently of DNA methylation. Unfortunately, the authors do not explore in more details the role of PP7L in gene expression and its interplay with MAIN/MAIL1, which are the major discoveries of this manuscript. The analysis of high-order mutants between main/mail and pp7l mutants would shed light on how these partners function. Also, there are multiple weaknesses in the methodology that need to be improved before publishing. With additional data deciphering the function of PP7L in transcriptional regulation, this work could be considered for publication in Plos Genetics.

In summary, the research and approaches are interesting but further experiments and analyses are required. I therefore positively encourage the authors to do revisions and resubmit this manuscript.

Major reviews and comments:

In general:

• Explanations in main text are often brief and sparse, thus making it difficult to understand the manuscript. Examples: genetic complementation and crosses, co-immunoprecipitations.

Genetic complementation Fig S1F:

• Cross of ddc\#16 with main-2: In F2, there is no information on the genotype of the MAIN gene. Thus complementation cannot be assessed. I believe that the authors forgot to mention that all the selected GFP positive plants were either homozygous for main-2 or main-3, which solves this issue.

• Is ATCOPIA::GFP reactivated in main-2 single mutant? Are F1 plants GFP positive? Homozygosity of CMT does not seem to be required for GFP reactivation in F2.

• Complementation can also be tested by transforming ddc\#16 with the available flag-tagged MAIN construct.

RNA-seq ddc main-3:

• This genome-wide information could be used to illustrate in more details the synergistic or redundant relationship between MAIN and DRM2/CMT3 of all individual up-regulated TEs. Figure 1D could for example be presented as heat map. For example, are the TEs up-regulated in the double mutant already partially reactivated in the single mutants?

• What are the specific contributions of CHG and CHH methylation to TE reactivation in addition to loss of MAIN? The non-requirement of CMT3 homozygosity for GFP reactivation in F2 plants (Figure S1F) suggests that CHH, but not CHG methylation is the major silencing pathway redundant with MAIN. Looking at TE expression by RT-qPCR and GFP reactivation in double mutants, such as drm2/main-3 or cmt3/main-3, segregating from the complementation cross would be informative.

• Are there protein-coding genes changing expression in these genotypes? Are these genes overlapping with the analysis performed in figure 3 with the publically available main-2 RNA-seq data?

• The growth conditions (soil or plates) of the 3 weeks old seedlings remain unclear.

• The link to the deposition of the data is not valid.

Interactions MAIN/MAIL1/PP7L:

• Protein ladder sizes are missing on western blots in figure 2B-D. It would be important to add the images of the entire blots with all the protein sizes in the supplements.

• The full list of identified proteins is missing. Were there additional interesting interaction partners identified with MAIN and MAIL?

• From the presented data, it cannot be ruled out that an additional protein is acting as bridge between MAIN/MAIL and PP7L. IP-MS of flag-tagged PP7L would strengthen the proposed protein complex. Also, has a bzip transcription factor been identified? In the discussion, the authors suggest that the MAIN/MAIL/PP7L complex recruit a transcription factor that could recognize the identified CRE motif.

• The data submitted to the MassiVE database cannot be accessed.

Transcriptional profiling of main-2, mail1-1 and pp7l-2:

• The plant growth stages and conditions between the re-analysed RNA-seq experiments are very different thus not providing ideal datasets to compare transcriptional responses between these genotypes. Main-2 and mail1-1 mutants were grown 18 days old on soil while the pp7l mutant was grown for 4 days on sterile plates supplemented with 1% sucrose.

• Validation RT-qPCRs were performed on 3 weeks old seedlings (grown on plates or on soil?) however the mail1-1 mutant is missing.

• To understand the functional relationship between MAIN/MAIL and PP7L, it would be important to investigate transcriptional responses in double and triple mutants. This would reveal if PP7L functions exclusively with the MAIN/MAIL pathway or if PP7L has an additional, MAIN/MAIL-independent role in transcription.

Motif analysis:

• For the identification of specific CRE motifs, have the authors also tested if randomly selected genes do not identify such motifs? Similarly, do genes only up-/down-regulated in single mutants have such motifs?

• Is the CRE motif identified in up-regulated genes also found upstream of up-regulated TEs? At the genome-wide scale, how many genes do possess such motives in their promoters?

• Are MAIN, MAIL or PP7L binding the identified motifs? This could for example be tested by chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments in vivo or in vitro using EMSA or SELEX.

DNA methylation and chromatin compaction:

• To further show that loss of MAIN does not impact DNA methylation, DNA methylation levels should be plotted for all protein-coding genes, all TEs, and more specifically for sites that lost CHH or CHG methylation in drm2 and cmt3 mutants respectively.

• Have the authors looked if there were subtle changes? BS-seq data allows calling differentially methylated regions (DMRs). Are there any DMRs in the main-2 mutant?

• Main and mail1 mutants were shown to display chromocenters decondensation. Is this also the case in pp7l-2? This would support a direct role for PP7L in chromatin compaction and strengthen the relationship between MAIN/MAIL1 and PP7L.

Co-evolution analysis:

• The resolution of figure 4 is low and cannot be read.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Genetics* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No: The links for the deposition of the RNA-seq and IP-MS data are not valid.
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22 Dec 2019

Dear Dr Moissiard,

Thank you very much for submitting your Research Article entitled \'The plant mobile domain proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with the phosphatase PP7L to regulate gene expression and silence transposable elements in Arabidopsis thaliana.\' to PLOS Genetics. Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level and by two independent peer reviewers. The reviewers acknowledged that the revisions strongly improved the manuscript, but one of the reviewers identified several aspects that should be improved. I agree with the reviewer that the transcriptome analyses requires revisions; the highly stringent cutoffs applied together with the fact that several experiments were independently analyzed and only overlaps further considered, limits the number of identified loci, which may impact on the conclusions. Based on the reviews, we will not be able to accept this version of the manuscript, but we would be willing to review again a revised version addressing those concerns.

Your revisions should address the specific points made by the reviewer. We will also require a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript.

If you decide to revise the manuscript for further consideration at PLOS Genetics, please aim to resubmit within the next 60 days, unless it will take extra time to address the concerns of the reviewers, in which case we would appreciate an expected resubmission date by email to <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

If present, accompanying reviewer attachments are included with this email; please notify the journal office if any appear to be missing. They will also be available for download from the link below. You can use this link to log into the system when you are ready to submit a revised version, having first consulted our [Submission Checklist](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submit-now#loc-submission-checklist).

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see our [guidelines](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submission-guidelines#loc-materials-and-methods).

Please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying graphs or summary statistics are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this upon resubmission if not already present. In addition, we do not permit the inclusion of phrases such as \"data not shown\" or \"unpublished results\" in manuscripts. All points should be backed up by data provided with the submission.

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the [Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine](http://pace.apexcovantage.com/) (PACE) digital diagnostic tool.  PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

PLOS has incorporated [Similarity Check](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html), powered by iThenticate, into its journal-wide submission system in order to screen submitted content for originality before publication. Each PLOS journal undertakes screening on a proportion of submitted articles. You will be contacted if needed following the screening process.

To resubmit, use the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.

\[LINK\]

We are sorry that we cannot be more positive about your manuscript at this stage. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any concerns or questions.

Yours sincerely,

Claudia Köhler

Associate Editor

PLOS Genetics

Wendy Bickmore

Section Editor: Epigenetics
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**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: see attachment

Reviewer \#3: Thank you very much for all the improvements and the addition of new interesting data to this manuscript.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Genetics* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes
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PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).
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\* Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out. \*

Dear Dr Moissiard,

Thank you very much for submitting your Research Article entitled \'The plant mobile domain proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with the phosphatase PP7L to regulate gene expression and silence transposable elements in Arabidopsis thaliana.\' to PLOS Genetics. Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level and by independent peer reviewers. One of the reviewers identified two minor issues to be addressed before the manuscript can be finally accepted.

We therefore ask you to modify the manuscript according to the review recommendations before we can consider your manuscript for acceptance.

In addition we ask that you:

1\) Provide a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript.

2\) Upload a Striking Image with a corresponding caption to accompany your manuscript if one is available (either a new image or an existing one from within your manuscript). If this image is judged to be suitable, it may be featured on our website. Images should ideally be high resolution, eye-catching, single panel square images. For examples, please browse our [archive](http://www.plosgenetics.org/article/browse/volume). If your image is from someone other than yourself, please ensure that the artist has read and agreed to the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution License. Note: we cannot publish copyrighted images.

We hope to receive your revised manuscript within the next 30 days. If you anticipate any delay in its return, we would ask you to let us know the expected resubmission date by email to <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

If present, accompanying reviewer attachments should be included with this email; please notify the journal office if any appear to be missing. They will also be available for download from the link below. You can use this link to log into the system when you are ready to submit a revised version, having first consulted our [Submission Checklist](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submit-now#loc-submission-checklist).

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the [Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine](http://pace.apexcovantage.com/) (PACE) digital diagnostic tool. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

Please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying graphs or summary statistics are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this upon resubmission if not already present. In addition, we do not permit the inclusion of phrases such as \"data not shown\" or \"unpublished results\" in manuscripts. All points should be backed up by data provided with the submission.

PLOS has incorporated [Similarity Check](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html), powered by iThenticate, into its journal-wide submission system in order to screen submitted content for originality before publication. Each PLOS journal undertakes screening on a proportion of submitted articles. You will be contacted if needed following the screening process.

To resubmit, you will need to go to the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.

\[LINK\]

Please let us know if you have any questions while making these revisions.

Yours sincerely,

Claudia Köhler

Associate Editor

PLOS Genetics

Wendy Bickmore

Section Editor: Epigenetics

PLOS Genetics

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: In their revised manuscript Nicolau et al. addressed all my previous concerns and now present a much more compelling set of transcriptomics data. I have no addition major issues and the minor issues listed should not warrant additional review.

Minor Comments

1\. Fig 1C, please add the raw image of the gel to the figure with the rest of the gels.

2\. Fig 5B, the gel is labeled MAIN and MAIL1-Flag, but the gels are Flag and Myc. Please relabel for clarity and also add the raw images of these gels to the figure with the rest of the gels.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Genetics* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No
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28 Feb 2020

Dear Dr Moissiard,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript entitled \"The plant mobile domain proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with the phosphatase PP7L to regulate gene expression and silence transposable elements in Arabidopsis thaliana.\" has been editorially accepted for publication in PLOS Genetics. Congratulations!

Before your submission can be formally accepted and sent to production you will need to complete our formatting changes, which you will receive in a follow up email. Please be aware that it may take several days for you to receive this email; during this time no action is required by you. Please note: the accept date on your published article will reflect the date of this provisional accept, but your manuscript will not be scheduled for publication until the required changes have been made.

Once your paper is formally accepted, an uncorrected proof of your manuscript will be published online ahead of the final version, unless you've already opted out via the online submission form. If, for any reason, you do not want an earlier version of your manuscript published online or are unsure if you have already indicated as such, please let the journal staff know immediately at <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

In the meantime, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pgenetics/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information to ensure an efficient production and billing process. Note that PLOS requires an ORCID iD for all corresponding authors. Therefore, please ensure that you have an ORCID iD and that it is validated in Editorial Manager. To do this, go to 'Update my Information' (in the upper left-hand corner of the main menu), and click on the Fetch/Validate link next to the ORCID field.  This will take you to the ORCID site and allow you to create a new iD or authenticate a pre-existing iD in Editorial Manager.

If you have a press-related query, or would like to know about one way to make your underlying data available (as you will be aware, this is required for publication), please see the end of this email. If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming article at this point, to enable them to help maximise its impact. Inform journal staff as soon as possible if you are preparing a press release for your article and need a publication date.

Thank you again for supporting open-access publishing; we are looking forward to publishing your work in PLOS Genetics!

Yours sincerely,

Claudia Köhler

Associate Editor

PLOS Genetics

Wendy Bickmore

Section Editor: Epigenetics

PLOS Genetics

[www.plosgenetics.org](http://www.plosgenetics.org)

Twitter: \@PLOSGenetics
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Comments from the reviewers (if applicable):

\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--

**Data Deposition**

If you have submitted a Research Article or Front Matter that has associated data that are not suitable for deposition in a subject-specific public repository (such as GenBank or ArrayExpress), one way to make that data available is to deposit it in the [Dryad Digital Repository](http://www.datadryad.org). As you may recall, we ask all authors to agree to make data available; this is one way to achieve that. A full list of recommended repositories can be found on our [website](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability#loc-recommended-repositories).

The following link will take you to the Dryad record for your article, so you won\'t have to re‐enter its bibliographic information, and can upload your files directly: 

<http://datadryad.org/submit?journalID=pgenetics&manu=PGENETICS-D-19-01185R3>

More information about depositing data in Dryad is available at <http://www.datadryad.org/depositing>. If you experience any difficulties in submitting your data, please contact <help@datadryad.org> for support.

Additionally, please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying display items are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this before we can formally accept your manuscript, if not already present.

\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--

**Press Queries**

If you or your institution will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, or if you need to know your paper\'s publication date for media purposes, please inform the journal staff as soon as possible so that your submission can be scheduled accordingly. Your manuscript will remain under a strict press embargo until the publication date and time. This means an early version of your manuscript will not be published ahead of your final version. PLOS Genetics may also choose to issue a press release for your article. If there\'s anything the journal should know or you\'d like more information, please get in touch via <plosgenetics@plos.org>.
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26 Mar 2020

PGENETICS-D-19-01185R3

The plant mobile domain proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with the phosphatase PP7L to regulate gene expression and silence transposable elements in Arabidopsis thaliana.

Dear Dr Moissiard,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript entitled \"The plant mobile domain proteins MAIN and MAIL1 interact with the phosphatase PP7L to regulate gene expression and silence transposable elements in Arabidopsis thaliana.\" has been formally accepted for publication in PLOS Genetics! Your manuscript is now with our production department and you will be notified of the publication date in due course.

The corresponding author will soon be receiving a typeset proof for review, to ensure errors have not been introduced during production. Please review the PDF proof of your manuscript carefully, as this is the last chance to correct any errors. Please note that major changes, or those which affect the scientific understanding of the work, will likely cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript.

Soon after your final files are uploaded, unless you have opted out or your manuscript is a front-matter piece, the early version of your manuscript will be published online. The date of the early version will be your article\'s publication date. The final article will be published to the same URL, and all versions of the paper will be accessible to readers.

Thank you again for supporting PLOS Genetics and open-access publishing. We are looking forward to publishing your work!

With kind regards,

Kaitlin Butler

PLOS Genetics

On behalf of:

The PLOS Genetics Team

Carlyle House, Carlyle Road, Cambridge CB4 3DN \| United Kingdom

<plosgenetics@plos.org> \| +44 (0) 1223-442823

[plosgenetics.org](http://plosgenetics.org) \| Twitter: \@PLOSGenetics

[^1]: The authors have declared that no competing interests exist.
